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Pupil premium strategy statement 

This statement details our school’s use of pupil premium (and recovery premium for the 
2021 to 2022 academic year) funding to help improve the attainment of our 
disadvantaged pupils.  

It outlines our pupil premium strategy, how we intend to spend the funding in this 
academic year and the effect that last year’s spending of pupil premium had within our 
school.  

School overview 

Detail Data 

Name of school Montpelier High School 

Number of students 940 

Proportion (%) of pupil premium eligible pupils 16% 

Academic year/years that our current pupil premium 
strategy plan covers (3 year plans are recommended) 

2021-2024 

Date this statement was published 31st December 2021 

Date on which it will be reviewed 31st December 2022 

Statement authorised by  

Pupil premium lead Elaine Cogan 

Governor / Trustee lead  

Funding overview 

Detail Amount 

Pupil premium funding allocation this 
academic year 

£148,025 

 

Recovery premium funding allocation this 
academic year 

£62,800* 

*For details of recovery (catch-up) 
premium spending, please see 

https://www.montpschool.org/1781/covid-
19-catch-up-
premium?search=catch%20up%20tuition  

Before completing this template, you should read the guidance on using pupil 

premium.  

Before publishing your completed statement, you should delete the instructions (text 

in italics) in this template, including this text box. 

 

https://www.montpschool.org/1781/covid-19-catch-up-premium?search=catch%20up%20tuition
https://www.montpschool.org/1781/covid-19-catch-up-premium?search=catch%20up%20tuition
https://www.montpschool.org/1781/covid-19-catch-up-premium?search=catch%20up%20tuition
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/pupil-premium-effective-use-and-accountability#online-statements
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/pupil-premium-effective-use-and-accountability#online-statements
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Pupil premium funding carried forward 
from previous years (enter £0 if not 
applicable) 

£0 

Total budget for this academic year 

If your school is an academy in a trust 
that pools this funding, state the amount 
available to your school this academic 
year 

£210,825 
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Part A: Pupil premium strategy plan 

Statement of intent 

You may want to include information on: 

• What are your ultimate objectives for your disadvantaged pupils? 

• How does your current pupil premium strategy plan work towards achieving 

those objectives? 

• What are the key principles of your strategy plan? 

At Montpelier High School, we aim to create a culture of high 

expectations where pupil premium is embedded and integrated into everything 

that we do, and for staff to believe disadvantaged students are not an 

underachieving group, but instead look at needs not labels. 

At MHS, everyone is responsible for student outcomes with the belief that 

everyone can achieve. We aim for high challenge, with high support. All pupils 

are encouraged and supported to become compelling individuals who can 

advocate for a better future for all. Pupil premium students are on the agenda 

for every meeting, and all CPD is explicitly linked to raising the achievement of 

disadvantaged students. Over the next three years we will ensure that this is 

fully implemented by school leaders and middle leaders into all subjects across 

the curriculum. 

We spend our pupil premium funding in two ways: Academic support and wider 

strategies. All spending is evaluated to ensure that it is evidence based and 

directly benefits our most disadvantaged students. We recognise the impact of 

high-quality teaching, in-class intervention, metacognition and quality 

feedback and assessment. This guides our approach to teaching and learning.  

Research shows that high quality teaching is key to reducing disadvantage. All 

MHS teachers are trained in the Teacher Effectiveness Programme (TEEP), a 

model of effective teaching and learning drawn from research and best 

practice. Students are guided in effective learner behaviours using LEEP (learner 

effectiveness programme), which we set up to enable students to model 

effective self-regulated learning to their peers. 
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We know that one of the key barriers to achievement for disadvantaged 

students is literacy and the vocabulary gap. Therefore, a proportion of our 

funding is spent on literacy interventions, particularly targeted at Year 7 and 8. 

We also use our pupil premium funding to ensure that quality pastoral support 

is in place. All staff are trained in the Thrive approach, and there is an extensive 

pastoral system of assistant heads of year, heads of year, a wellbeing officer 

and an SEMH specialist teaching assistant. 

Over the next three years, we plan to ensure we use even more thoroughly 

evidence-based research to inform our spending plans. This plan is intended to 

be long term and is embedded into our school improvement plan. We will be 

using the EEF guidance on implementation to ensure that we are confident that 

our strategy is embedded effectively. We use systems of recording information, 

such as Edukey Provision Map and ClassCharts, so that relevant strategies can 

be shared across teaching and support staff and information can be shared in 

real time with parents and carers. Personalisation of learning is expected of all 

staff, and there are robust systems of quality assurance to ensure that this is 

implemented and measured for impact.    

Challenges 

This details the key challenges to achievement that we have identified among our 
disadvantaged pupils. 

Challenge 
number 

Detail of challenge  

1 Gap in attainment between PP and non-PP. This gap has persisted over 

several years. In 2021 MHS reported its best set of results across all measures, 

but the gap remains. Although the percentage of students achieving Basic 7 

English and Maths is very similar between PP and non-PP, (PP 40.4%, non-PP 

41.1%) there is a larger gap between those achieving Basic 5 in English and 

Maths (PP 56.7%, non-PP 77.3%). 

2 Literacy and numeracy-research shows that disadvantaged students’ level of 
language development is often at an earlier stage than peers-the vocabulary 
gap. Literacy difficulties also impact on the acquisition of cultural capital. In our 
setting, data from NGRT and the Suffolk reading test shows that a higher 
proportion of disadvantaged pupils having reading ages lower than their peers 
and need intensive support with literacy to close the gap. 
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3 Attendance data shows that disadvantaged students have lower attendance 
than their peers on average (3% lower than non-PP for the academic year 
2020-21 and the same for Autumn term 2021). This gap persists across year 
groups. 

4 SEMH-School Behaviour for Learning data shows that disadvantaged students 
are disproportionally represented among those presenting with behavioural 
difficulties. ClassCharts and CPOMS show that disadvantaged students are 
also overrepresented in safeguarding incidents, serious behaviour incidents 
and those presenting with mental health difficulties. 

5 Conversations with staff, students and parents/carers shows that the impact of 

the Covid-19 pandemic on PP students has been proportionally more severe 

than other groups. This is also reflected in national studies. 

Intended outcomes  

This explains the outcomes we are aiming for by the end of our current strategy plan, 

and how we will measure whether they have been achieved. 

Intended outcome Success criteria 

1. Improved attainment among disadvantaged 

pupils across the curriculum at the end of 

KS4, with a focus on improved attainment in 

maths and percentages of students achieving 

both English and Maths 

-Narrowing of the achievement gap in 
GCSE results at the end of KS4-measured 
via results data. We should also see this 
replicated in assessment outcomes at KS3. 

2. Disadvantaged students to report levels of 
wellbeing in line with those of peers 

-Decrease in behaviour incidents in and out 
of lessons, BfL rankings at data points will 
show similar BfL across PP and non-PP 
students 

-Attendance of PP students to be in line with 
non-PP. 

-PASS data to show that PP students’ 
attitudes to self and school are in line with 
those of non-PP peers. 

3. Increased opportunity for all, with higher 
numbers of PP students having the accessing 
an academic curriculum at KS4 (Ebacc), 
which studies show leads to facilitating 
subjects at A level increased participation in 
HE 

This may be your evidence for lack of aspiration in 

option choices – although maybe more about academic 

confidence than ambition 

-Numbers of PP students achieving Ebacc 
to increase 

-PP students will show increased access to 
extra-curricular activities such as theatre tips 
and Duke of Edinburgh Award. This will be 
reflected in numbers doing these activities. 

-Increase in numbers of PP students 
remaining at V6 for A levels  

-Destinations for leavers to show 
proportional numbers of PP students 
attending university 
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Activity in this academic year 

This details how we intend to spend our pupil premium (and recovery premium funding) 

this academic year to address the challenges listed above. 

Teaching (for example, CPD, recruitment and retention) 

Budgeted cost: £ 16,470 

Activity Evidence that supports this 
approach 

Challenge 
number(s) 
addressed 

Training and CPD for 
teachers to ensure high 
challenge for all, e.g. 
TEEP, effective 
personalisation of 
learning and 
metacognition 

High quality teaching is the key to 
reducing disadvantage. 

Teaching metacognitive strategies to 
pupils can be an inexpensive method to 
help pupils become more independent 
learners. There is particularly strong ev-
idence that it can have a positive impact 
on maths attainment:  

Metacognition and self-regulation | 
Toolkit Strand | Education 
Endowment Foundation | EEF 

1 

 

Targeted academic support (for example, tutoring, one-to-one support 

structured interventions)  

Budgeted cost: £ 31,761 

Activity Evidence that supports this approach Challenge 
number(s) 
addressed 

Challenge 
Curriculum 
provision for 
those not at 
age related 
expectations in 
Year 7 and 
other small 
group or 1:1 
interventions 
as identified 
according to 
need 

Tuition targeted at specific needs and knowledge gaps can 
be an effective method to support low attaining pupils or 
those falling behind, both one-to-one: 

One to one tuition | EEF (educationendowmentfounda-
tion.org.uk) 

And in small groups: 

Small group tuition | Toolkit Strand | Education 
Endowment Foundation | EEF 

1, 2 

Literacy and 
numeracy 
programmes to 
raise the 
achievement 

Acquiring disciplinary literacy is key for students as they 
learn new, more complex concepts in each subject: 

Improving Literacy in Secondary Schools 

 

1, 2 

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/meta-cognition-and-self-regulation/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/meta-cognition-and-self-regulation/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/meta-cognition-and-self-regulation/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/teaching-learning-toolkit/one-to-one-tuition
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/teaching-learning-toolkit/one-to-one-tuition
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/small-group-tuition/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/small-group-tuition/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/literacy-ks3-ks4
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of 
disadvantaged 
students below 
age related 
expectations in 
core subjects 

 

EEF Guidance on improving Maths in KS2 and 3 

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-
evidence/guidance-reports/maths-ks-2-3  

Reading comprehension, vocabulary and other literacy 
skills are heavily linked with attainment in maths and Eng-
lish: 

word-gap.pdf (oup.com.cn) 

 

Wider strategies (for example, related to attendance, behaviour, 

wellbeing) 

Budgeted cost: £ 99,794 
 

Activity Evidence that supports this approach Challen
ge 
number(
s) 
address
ed 

Pastoral staff, 
including 
Heads of 
House and 
Assistant 
Heads of 
House 

Embedding principles of good practice set out in DfE’s 
Improving School Attendance advice. 

Staff will get training and release time to develop and implement 
new procedures. As well as an attendance officer, we have also 
appointed a KS3 progress lead and assistant heads of year with 
a focus on improving attendance. Attendance is also supported 
in specific year groups by Heads of Year.  

3, 4, 5 

Staff training 
in pastoral 
support, e.g. 
Thrive 

Adolescent mental health: A systematic review on the 
effectiveness of school-based interventions | Early Intervention 
Foundation (eif.org.uk) 

 

School-based interventions are shown to be effective in groups 
with elevated but sub-clinical symptoms. We are continuing to 
develop a clear graduated response to presenting mental health 
difficulties, starting with universal approaches delivered via 
PSHE and whole staff Thrive training, and involving form tutors 
and the wider pastoral and wellbeing team. 

 

https://portal.thriveapproach.com/approach/info/credentials/  

3, 4, 5,  

Online 
recording 
systems to 
support early 
intervention 
with BfL, 
SEND, 
pastoral/emoti
onal support 
and 
safeguarding 

EEF guidance on improving behaviour in schools 

https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-
reports/behaviour/EEF_Improving_behaviour_in_schools_Repo
rt.pdf  

Evidence shows that all students should have a supportive 
relationship with a member of staff. We are continuing to 
develop this within our pastoral team. Targeted approaches are 
needed to meet the needs of students presenting with specific 
issues. We continue to develop a Thrive approach across all 
staff to support this. 

3, 4, 5 

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/maths-ks-2-3
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/maths-ks-2-3
https://www.oup.com.cn/test/word-gap.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-attendance/framework-for-securing-full-attendance-actions-for-schools-and-local-authorities
https://www.eif.org.uk/report/adolescent-mental-health-a-systematic-review-on-the-effectiveness-of-school-based-interventions
https://www.eif.org.uk/report/adolescent-mental-health-a-systematic-review-on-the-effectiveness-of-school-based-interventions
https://www.eif.org.uk/report/adolescent-mental-health-a-systematic-review-on-the-effectiveness-of-school-based-interventions
https://portal.thriveapproach.com/approach/info/credentials/
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-reports/behaviour/EEF_Improving_behaviour_in_schools_Report.pdf
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-reports/behaviour/EEF_Improving_behaviour_in_schools_Report.pdf
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-reports/behaviour/EEF_Improving_behaviour_in_schools_Report.pdf
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Careers and 
personal 
development 
opportunities, 
advice and 
guidance 

Careers Education, International Literature Review 
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/documents/guidance/Care
ers_review.pdf  

Evidence shows that the impact of a process of learning, 
individually or in groups, designed to help young people to 
develop the knowledge, confidence, and skills they need to 
make well-informed, relevant choices and plans for their future, 
so they can progress smoothly into further learning and work is 
high. 

1 

School trips 
and other 
extra-
curricular 
activities 

Paul Hamlyn Foundation: Evaluation of Learning Away: Final 
Report http://learningaway.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/LA-Final-
Report-May-2015-1-1.pdf  

Duke of Edinburgh https://www.dukeofed.org/impact  

Evidence shows that learning outside the classroom has a 
positive impact on wellbeing and achievement. 

1, 2, 5 

 

Total budgeted cost: £148,025 

https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/documents/guidance/Careers_review.pdf
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/documents/guidance/Careers_review.pdf
http://learningaway.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/LA-Final-Report-May-2015-1-1.pdf
http://learningaway.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/LA-Final-Report-May-2015-1-1.pdf
https://www.dukeofed.org/impact
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Part B: Review of outcomes in the previous academic 
year 

Pupil premium strategy outcomes 

This details the impact that our pupil premium activity had on pupils in the 2020 to 2021 

academic year.  

Due to COVID-19, performance measures have not been published for 2020 to 2021, 

and 2020 to 2021 results will not be used to hold schools to account. Given this, please 

point to any other pupil evaluations undertaken during the 2020 to 2021 academic year, 

for example, standardised teacher administered tests or diagnostic assessments such 

as rubrics or scales. 

If last year marked the end of a previous pupil premium strategy plan, what is your 

assessment of how successfully the intended outcomes of that plan were met?  

In 2021 our progress 8 outcomes for pupil premium students were 0.63, with a progress gap of 

0.6 from non-PP students. This was the highest measure for pupil premium students 

(compared with 0.06 measure in 2019). One of the key things that we did to ensure that PP 

students were on the agenda for every teacher, was ensure that all staff had an appraisal 

target that was focused around their PP students. 

We also used PP money to purchase online recording systems and learning tools. These in-
cluded Edukey Provision Map, which allows us to create online learning plans for PP students 
and measure the impact of these, alongside the impact of interventions. Learning plan positive 
outcomes were + 0.67 overall, and interventions outcomes were + 0.15 for average reviewed 
provision. 119 PP pupils now have individual learning plans, but more time still needs to be 
dedicated to this to ensure that all pupils have appropriate plans which are reviewed in a timely 
manner. 
 
The Maths department purchased two online Maths programmes, Hegarty and Sparx. These 
programmes allow a transparent curriculum to be accessed anywhere and at any time. The 
Maths department has linked all learning objectives to a Hegarty (and Sparx) clip which ena-
bles students to revise, prepare, and be directed by their teachers on a personalised basis.  
 
Hegarty and Sparx are well embedded into Mathematics at MHS. Data showing student use of 
these programmes shows that teachers and students are fluent at using them and there is a 
clear impact to student independence, revision strategies, and confidence when used effec-
tively. (Sparx study https://sparx.co.uk/pdf/Homework-length-trials-2018.pdf )  
  
Although we have anecdotal and data for Hegarty/Sparx’s impact on student progress and at-
tainment, we need to spend more time looking in to the specific benefits of He-
garty and Sparx for PP subgroups and develop strategies for maximal progress for PP students 
using these tools.  
 
However, initial research shows clear impact on all students regardless of subgroup:  
“This finding also suggests that the impact of Sparx Maths is similar across different subgroups 
and does not exacerbate any existing gaps for disadvantaged or lower pre-attainment students, 
although it is also not able, on its own, to close these gaps. This aligns with broader evidence 

https://sparx.co.uk/pdf/Homework-length-trials-2018.pdf
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that digital tools cannot, in isolation, address substantial socio-economic attainment gaps.”  
[Extract from: Independent analysis of the relationship between Sparx Maths and maths out-
comes by University of Cambridge and RAND Europe] Full re-
port: https://www.educ.cam.ac.uk/research/programmes/sparx/SparxKeyFindings.pdf  
 
Our Challenge Curriculum nurture group continues to be a major part of our strategy for sup-
porting the transition from primary to secondary school for our most vulnerable students and 
supporting them with enhanced literacy and numeracy through a high-challenge Humanities 
based curriculum.  
 
Last year Challenge was reduced from 10 lessons per fortnight to 3, and this year we are using 
this time flexibly to provide time for students’ statutory interventions as well as covering Chal-
lenge content.  
 
Student and parent feedback for PP and PP+ (and non-PP) students in Challenge is over-
whelmingly positive and a review in early 2021 which looked at outcomes for the 2019-20 co-
hort and did student voice with this group (now Y9) found that they valued this provision and 
the opportunities it gave them to improve their social skills and feel part of the school commu-
nity.  
 
We used Tim Benton’s revision study skills sessions again this year for students to gain a bet-
ter understanding of what is needed to make them a successful learner.  
 
Students were focussed and engaged in the session which was aimed at PP students. They 
learned study skills which they could then apply to their summer exams. This is a long 
term strategy aimed at Year 10 so that they have time to implement the strategies for their 
GCSE exams. On reflection, some smaller sessions would be better than a whole day. The as-
sembly was recorded and shared with students and parents online. This would be more benefi-
cial to do in person, restriction allowing. 
 
We gave students careers interviews to ensure that they were supported with the transition 
from KS4-5 and beyond. All students in Year 11 secured a place for post-16 education either at 
college or a 6th form in a school. The 1-1 careers adviser gave specialised advice based on stu-
dents’ estimated final grades and what they were interested in. All PP students have a 1-1 with 
the adviser from SGS College, as well as support from staff at MHS.  
 

This year we had a member of staff with a TLR for PP who Led on the development of VOICE 

with departments, the application of the Universify course, and the booking of both Tim Benton 
Independent Study Skills as well Positively Mad for the whole year group. This was a session 
given during PSHE lessons on Study and revision skills.   
 
All PP students in all year groups were interviewed to gain an understanding into the whole 
child and use this information to inform our PP agenda in the longer term. 
 
VOICE needs to be implemented at a whole school level and included in all Faculty and depart-
ment meetings in order to be successful. Universify benefits PP students by providing the 
knowledge, skills and support needed to access tertiary education. Students benefitted from it 
although the residential course was cancelled. Independent thinking was successful and all 
students who attended were engaged and participated actively.   
 
Positively Mad would be more beneficial in person – it did not work as well remotely.   
CPD was well received with PP focus ensuring PP students were constantly on the agenda  
Feedback from staff for whole school interviews was very positive. Staff valued the discus-
sions, as did students, who felt they were listened to and considered and enjoyed spending the 
time with their form tutors.   
 
 

https://www.educ.cam.ac.uk/research/programmes/sparx/SparxKeyFindings.pdf
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Externally provided programmes 

Please include the names of any non-DfE programmes that you purchased in the 

previous academic year. This will help the Department for Education identify which ones 

are popular in England 

Programme Provider 

Lexia  

NGRT  

Hegarty Maths  

Thrive Online  

Service pupil premium funding (optional) 

For schools that receive this funding, you may wish to provide the following information:  

Measure Details  

How did you spend your service pupil 
premium allocation last academic year? 

 

What was the impact of that spending on 
service pupil premium eligible pupils? 
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Further information (optional) 

Use this space to provide any further information about your pupil premium strategy. 

For example, about your strategy planning, or other activity that you are implementing 

to support disadvantaged pupils, that is not dependent on pupil premium or recovery 

premium funding. 

We are following guidance already by:  
 
Our strategy already uses a Tiered approach as recommended by EEF (Teaching & Learn-
ing, Academic Support, Wider Strategies).  
We already evaluate our spending.  
We already know the impact of high quality teaching, metacognition and feedback/assessment 
(EEF) and how this impacts our approach to T&L and the importance of in class intervention.  
We are currently reading the latest research to inform us ready for next year.  
  
To focus on for next year so we are following the guidance even more effectively:  
Ensure we use more thoroughly evidence based/credible research to inform our strategy (need 
to start thinking about this in the Summer).  
Ensure this is more of a longer-term plan instead of a strategy each year (e.g. we can align this 
with the 3 Year AIP and embed into school systems/improvements).  
Use the EEF guidance on A school guide Implementation so that we are confident that we 
have effectively implemented the strategy.  

 

 

 


